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Abstract: 

Accomplished the preceding few decagons, rapid alterations in knowledge approach have extremely changed the operations and 

actions of multimedia. Advances growths in multimedia gain and storage technology the active gain has manage to the quick 

expanding thin volume of data saved in databases. Multimedia Data Mining can be determine as the method of verdict exotic 

designs from media data like text, graphic, audio, and visual that are not customarily usable by fundamental queries and identify  

outcome. To evaluate, dominate and build a result of similar kind of incredib le chunk of data researcher required approaches 

termed  the data min ing which will altering in several farmlands. The goal of multimedia data min ing is to measure media data 

apart or blend for new data for discovery designs effective for profession. Researches still focus utilizations, disputes and 

eventually affairs of data mining in various fields. In this paper researcher have review various data min ing techniques that have 

been handle for Chronic Kidney Disease diagnosis. 

 

Keywords: Multimedia data, Visualization of the data min ing model, Data min ing Methods, Multimedia mining applications, 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

NOWADAYS, multimedia data is universal and is needed in 
various applications; archival of multimedia data requires 

extremely large storage. Multimedia data mining is an 
interdisciplinary research field in which generic data mining 

theory and techniques are applied to the multimedia data sets so 
as to facilitate mult imedia-specific knowledge discovery tasks. 

Multimedia is a combination of more than one media such as 
text, image, video, audio, numeric, sound files, animation, 

graphical and categorical data [1]. In this era of information 

technology, all areas of human life including commerce, 
government, academics, hospitals, crime prevention, 

surveillance, engineering, architecture, journalism, fashion and 
graphic design, and historical research use images for efficient 

services. A large collection of images is referred to as image 
database. An image database is a system where image data are 

integrated and stored. Image data include the raw images and 

information extracted from images by automated or computer 
assisted image analysis [2].  

The ability to ext ract useful knowledge hidden in these data 
and to act on that knowledge is becoming increasingly 

important in today's competitive world. The entire process of 
applying a computer-based methodology for discovering and 

extracting knowledge from web documents is a web mining. 

Web multimedia min ing is inherently at the cross road of 
research from several multi-discipline like computer vision, 

multimedia processing, multimedia retrieval, data mining, 
machine learning, database and artificial intelligence [3]. 

Multimedia gives a lot of information on each entity but not the 
same information for each entity.  

The difference between Multimedia Mining and Structured 
data mining is the sequence or time element. Multimedia often 

captures an entity changing over time. Video and audio are 

clearly ordered, and even text has little meaning without 

sequence. Time series min ing analyzes the change to one or 

more values over time. Multimedia is more complex-as the 
sequence of progresses, the concept being may change as well. 

Understanding and representing changes in the mining process 
is necessary to mine multimedia data [8]. Data Mining 

techniques are also used to analyze the various factors that are 

responsible for d iseases for example type of food, different 
working environment, education level, liv ing conditions, 

availability of pure water, health care services, cultural 
,environmental and agricultural factors as shown in Fig1. 

 

Fig. 1 Factors Responsible for Diseases [18] 

Classification is a predictive data mining technique, makes 

prediction about values of data using known results found from 
different data [19]. The purpose of a predictive model is to 

allow the data miner to predict an unknown (often future) value 
of a specific variable; the target variable. If the target value is 

one of a predefined number of discrete (class) labels, the data 

mining task is called classification. If the target variable is a 
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real number, the task is regression [20]. Th is paper investigates 

the accuracy of NaiveBayes, MultiLayerPerception, SMO, J48, 
REPTree, RandomForest, techniques for predicting Chronic 

Kidney Disease (CKD) diagnoses [21]. CKD means that your 
kidneys are damaged and can't filter blood like they should. 

This damage can cause wastes to build up in your body. It can 
also cause other problems that can harm your health. 

II.  TYPES OF WEB MINING 

The application of data mining techniques to extract and 

prepare knowledge from Web content (include text, image and 
video), structure (hyperlinks between documents), and usage 

(logs of web sites). 

 
Fig. 2 Shows Web Mining Taxonomy [26] 

A. Web Content Mining 

Web Content Mining is the way of retrieving useful 

informat ion from Web. The retrieved informat ion may contain 

text, images, audio and video. 

B. Web Structure Mining 

Web Structure Mining is the way of discovering the 

structure informat ion from the Web, Which is further divided 

into two types based on the structure informat ion. 

C. Web Usage mining 

Web Usage Mining is the application of Data min ing 

techniques in order to obtain the useful patterns from the Web, 

Which is a huge repository of different patterns . 

III. TYPES OF MULTIMEDIA MINING 

A. Text Mining 

Text Mining is a type of mining where data is extracted 

only in text format from the data bases . Text min ing can be 

said as an extension of Data min ing. Here the data can be 

retrieved by specifying the attributes or key words. Text 

mining or text data mining, the process of finding useful or 

interesting patterns, models, directions, trends, or role from 

unstructured text, is used to describe the application of data 

mining techniques to automated discovery of knowledge from 

text [8].  

B.  Image Mining 

Image min ing is the concept used to detect unusual patterns 

and extract implicit and useful data from images stored in the 

large data bases. Therefore, we can say that image mining 

deals with making associations between different images from 

large image databases. Image mining is used in variety of 

fields like medical diagnosis, space research, remote sensing, 

agriculture, industries, and also handling hyper spectral 

images. Images include maps, geological structures, and 

biological structures and even in the educational field, 

explained in [3]. 

C. Video Mining 

Video contains several kinds of multimedia data such as 

text, image, and metadata, visual and audio. It is widely used 

in many major potential applications like security and 

surveillance, entertainment, medicine, education programs and 

sports. The objective of video data min ing is to d iscover and 

describe interesting patterns from the huge amount of video 

data as it is one of the core problem areas of the data-mining 

research community. Compared to the min ing of the other 

types of data, video data min ing is still in its in fancy [1]. 

D. Audio mining 

Audio mining p lays an important ro le in mult imedia 

applications, is a  technique by which  the content of an audio 

signal can be automat ically searched, analyzed and rotten with 

wavelet transformation. Band energy, frequency centroid, zero 

crossing rate, pitch period and band-width are often used 

features for audio processing. It is generally used in the field 

of automatic speech recognition, where the analysis efforts to 

find any speech within the audio [4].  

E. Hyperlinks 

Hyperlink objects connects a Web page either in the same 

Webpage or on different Web page when enter on hyperlink 

objects [11]. 

F. Document Structure 

Web page can also be arranged in a tree-structured format, 

based on HTML and XML tags with in the documents page 

[11].  

G. Web Server Logs 

These are logs which ma intain a history of page requests. 

The W3C maintains a standard format for web  server log files. 

More recent entries are typically appended to the end of the 

file. Information about the request, including client IP address, 

request date/time, page requested, HTTP code, bytes served, 

user agent, and referrer are typically added. These data can be 

combined into a single file , or separated into distinct logs, 

such as an access log, erro r log, or referrer log. However, 

server logs typically do not collect user-specific information 

[12]. 

H. Proxy Server Logs 

A Web proxy is a caching mechanism which lies between 

client browsers and Web servers. It helps to reduce the load 

time of Web pages as well as the network traffic load at the 

server and client side. Proxy server logs contain the HTTP 

requests from mult iple clients to multip le Web servers. This 

may  serve as a data source to discover the usage pattern of a 

group of anonymous users, sharing a common proxy  server 

[12]. 
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I. Browser Logs 

Various browsers like Mozilla, Internet Explorer Opera etc. 

can be modified or various JavaScript and Java applets can be 
used to collect client side data. This implementation of client-

side data collection requires user cooperation, either in 

enabling the functionality of the JavaScript and Java applets, or 
to voluntarily use the modified browser [12].  

IV. MULTIMEDIA MINING PROCESS 

The process of applying multimedia mining in order to 

retrieve d ifferent types of data is represented in Fig 3. Data 

collection is the first and foremost point of a learn ing system, 

as the quality of raw data is the factor which determines the 

overall achievable performance. The main aim of data pre-

processing is to discover the important patterns from the raw 

data, which  includes the concepts of data cleaning, 

norma lizat ion, transformation, feature selection etc…  

Learning can be of straightforward, if informat ive features 
can be identified at pre-processing stage. Detailed procedure 

depends highly on the nature of raw data and problem’s 

domain. The product of data pre-processing is the training set. 
Given a training set, a learning model has to be chosen to learn 

from it and make multimedia mining model more iterative. 
Higher complexity found on compared data mining with 

multimedia mining: a) the huge volume of data, b) the 
variability and heterogeneity of the multimedia data (e.g. 

diversity of sensors, time or conditions of acquisition etc.) and 

c) the mult imedia content’s meaning is subjective [8].  

 

Fig. 3 Multimedia Mining Processes [4]. 

V. Models For Multimedia Data  

Multimedia classification and clustering based on the 
supervised and unsupervised learning [3]. The models used to 

perform multimedia data are most important in  min ing. There 
are four mult imedia mining models which are commonly used. 

These are classification, association rule, clustering and 

statistical modeling [1]. 

A. Classification 

Classification is a technique for multimedia data analysis, 

can learn from every property of a specified  set of mult imedia. 

It is divided into a predefined class label, so as to achieve the 

purpose of classificat ion. Classificat ion is the process of 

constructing data into categories for its better effective and 

efficient use, it  creates a function that well-p lanned data item 

into one of many predefined classes, by inputting a training 

data set and building a model of the class attribute based on 

the rest of the attributes [4]. Classification is used to classify 

each item in a set of data item into one of predefined set of 

classes or groups. The desired classifiers can take many forms : 

decision trees, Support Vector Machines [25] . 

B. Clustering 

In unsupervised classification, the problem is to group a 

given collect ion of unlabeled multimedia files into meaningfu l 

clusters according to the multimedia content without a priori 

knowledge [3]. Cluster analysis divides the data objects into 

multip le groups or clusters. Cluster analysis combines all 

objects based on their groups [4]. Clustering is also widely 

used for data compression in image processing, which is also 

known as vector quantization [25].  

C. Association 

Association mining in  mult imedia data can be transformed 

into problems of association mining in trad itional t ransactional 

databases [3]. Association Rule is one of the most important 

data mining technique which helps to find relations between 

data items in huge databases [4]. 5].It focus on improving the 

quality of databases and decision support queries. In this 

algorithm only one item for association, for example we only 

generate rules like a b c but not those rules as a b c. 

Apriori is a great improvement in the history of association 

rule min ing which was first proposed by Agrawal [25].  

VI. APPLICATIONS OF MULTIMEDIA MINING 

We have focused some of the applications of data min ing 

and its techniques are analyzed. There are d ifferent kinds of 

applications of multimedia data min ing, some of which are as 

follows [4][14]: 

A. Digital Library 

The collection of digital data are stored and maintained in 

digital lib rary, which is essential to convert different formats 

of digital data into text, images, video, audio, etc. [4]. 

B. Traffic Video Sequences 

In order to determine important but previously unidentified 

knowledge from the traffic v ideo sequences, the detailed 

analysis and min ing to be performed based on vehicle 

identification, traffic flow, and queue temporal relations of the 

vehicle at  intersection. This provides an economic approach 

for regular traffic monitoring processes [4].  

C. Medical Analysis 

Multimedia min ing is primarily used in the medical field  

and particularly for analyzing medical images. Various data 

mining techniques are used for image classification. For 

example, Automatic 3D delineation of highly aggressive brain 

tumors, Automatic localization and identificat ion of vertebrae 

in 3D CT scans, MRI Scans, ECG and X-Ray [4]. 

D. Customer Perception 

It contains details about customer’s opinions, products or 

services, customers complaints, customers preferences, and 

the level o f customer‘s satisfaction of products or services 
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which are collected together. Many companies have call 

centers that receives telephone calls from the customers. The 

audio data serves as topic detection, resource assignment and 

evaluation of quality of services  [4]. 

E. Media Making and Broadcasting 

Radio stations and TV channels creates broadcasting 

companies and multimedia mining can be applied to monitor 

their content to search for more efficient approaches and 

improve their quality [4].  

F. Surveillance system 

It consists of collecting, analyzing, summarizing audio, 

video or audio v isual in formation about specific areas like 

government organizat ions, multi-national companies, 

shopping malls, banks, forest, agricultural areas and highways 

etc. The main use of this technology in the field of security 

hence it can be utilized  by military, police and private 

companies since they provide security services [4].  

G. Fight against Terrorism 

After 9-11 attacks, many countries imposed new laws 

against fighting terroris m. These laws allow intelligence 

agencies to effectively fight against terrorist organizations. 

USA launched Total Informat ion Awareness program with the 

goal of creating a huge database of that consolidate all the 

informat ion on population. Similar pro jects were also 

launched in European countries and rest of the world [5]. 

H. Web and Semantic Web 

Web is the hottest trend now, but it is unstructured. Data 

mining is helping web to be organized, which is called 

Semantic web. The underlying technology is Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) which is used to describe 

resources [5]. 

I. Business Trends 

Today’s business environment is more dynamic, so 

businesses must be able to react quicker, must be more 

profitable, and offer high quality services that ever before. 

Here, data mining serves as a fundamental technology in 

enabling customer’s transactions more accurately, faster and 

meaningfully. Data mining techniques of classification, 

regression, and cluster analysis are used for in current business 

trends. Almost all of the current business data mining 

applications are based on the classification and prediction 

techniques for supporting business decisions, thus creating 

strong Business Intelligence (BI) system [5]. 

J. Finance 

Most banks and financial institutions offer a wide variety of 

banking services (such as checking, saving, and business and 

individual customer t ransactions), credit (such as business, 

mortgage, and automobile loans), and investment services 

(such as mutual funds). Some also offer insurance services and 

stock services. Financial data collected in  the banking and 

financial industry is often relatively complete, reliab le and 

high quality, which facilitates systematic data analysis and 

data mining. For example it can also help in fraud detection by 

detecting a group of people who stage accidents to collect on 

insurance money [5]. 

K. Telecommunication 

The telecommunicat ion industry has quickly evolved from 

offering local and long distance telephone services to provide 

many other comprehensive communication services including 

voice, fax, pager, cellular phone, images, e-mail, computer and 

web data transmission and other data traffic. The integration of 

telecommunication, computer network, Internet and numerous 

other means of communicat ion and computing are underway 

[5]. 

L. Text Mining and Web Mining 

Text min ing is the process of searching large volumes of 

documents from certain keywords or key phrases. By 

searching literally  thousands of documents various 

relationships between the documents can be established. Using 

text  mining however, we can  easily derive certain patterns in 

the comments that may help identify a commonest of customer 

perceptions not captured by the other survey questions. An 

extension of text min ing is web min ing. Web min ing is an 

excit ing new field that integrates data and text  mining within  a 

website [5]. 

M. Higher Education 

An important challenge that higher education faces today is 

predicting paths of students and alumni. Which student will 

enroll in part icular course programs? Who will need additional 

assistance in order to graduate? Meanwhile additional issues, 

enrolment management and time-to degree, continue to exert 

pressure on colleges to search for new and faster solutions. 

Institutions can better address these students and alumni 

through the analysis and presentation of data [5]. 

N. different areas in manufacturing engineering  

When we retrieve the data from manufacturing system then 

the customer is to use these data for different purposes like to 

find the errors in the data ,to enhance the design methodology 

,to make the good quality of the data ,how best the data can be 

supported for making the decision . But most of time the data 

can be first analyzed then after find the hidden patterns which 

will be control the manufacturing process which will further 

enhance the quality of the products  [14]. 

O. multi-tier data mining system 

It has basic components like user interface, data min ing 

services, data access services and the data. There are three 

different architectures presented for the data mining system 

namely one-tire, Two-t ire and Three-t ier arch itecture. Generic 

system required to integrate as many learn ing algorithms as 

possible and decides the most appropriate algorithm to use 

[14]. 

P. Sports data Mining 

The data mining and its technique is used for an application 

of Sports center. Data mining is not only use in the business 

purposes but also it used in the sports .In the world, a huge 

number of games are available where each and every day the 

national and international games are to be scheduled, where a 

huge number of data’s are to be maintained .The data mining 

tools are applied  to give the in formation  as and when we 

required [14]. 

Q. E-commerce 

E-commerce is also the most prospective domain fo r data 

mining. It is ideal because many of the ingredients required for 

successful data min ing are easily available: data records are 

plentiful, electronic collection provides reliable data, insight 

can easily be turned into action, and return on investment can 
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be measured [14]. 

VII. CLASSIFICATION RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Classification d ivides data samples into target classes. The 

classification technique predicts the target class for each data 

points [18]. Classification determines the region of feature 

space in which an unknown pattern falls [22]. In classification 

test data are used to estimate the accuracy of the classification 

rules. If the accuracy is acceptable the rules can be applied to 

the new data tuples. The classifier-train ing algorithm uses 

these pre-classified examples to determine the set of 

parameters required fo r proper discrimination. The algorithm 

then encodes these parameters into a model called a classifier 

[23]. The Weka is a co llect ion of tools for various data mining 

techniques like classification, regression, clustering, 

association rules, and visualization. The toolkit  is developed in 

Java and is open source software [19]. W EKA is a data mining 

system developed by the University of Waikato in New 

Zealand that implements data mining algorithms [27]. For this 

study, datasets from the UCI Machine Learn ing Repository are 

used. The following Table 1 briefly describes the data set. 

Types of Classification Techniques using in Chronic Kidney 

Diseases shown in Table 2 and also see in Fig 4. 

Data Set 
Characteristics: 

Multivariate 
Number of 
Instances: 

400 

Attribute 

Characteristics: 
Real 

Number of 

Attributes: 
25 

Associated Tasks: Classification Missing Values? Yes 

 
TABLE 1. Characteristics of Chronic Kidney Disease

 

Classifier Time 

Taken 

Correctly 

Classified 
Instances 

Incorrectly 

Classified Instances 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Mean 

absolute 
Error 

Root mean 

squared error 

Confusion Matrix 

NaiveBayes 

0.01 
Seconds 

380 
95% 

20 
5% 

0.8961 0.0476 0.204 
a       b<-- classified as 
230  20 |   a = checked 
0   150 |   b = not checked 

Multilayer 

Perceptron 7.89 
Seconds 

399 
99.75% 

1 
0.25% 

0.9947 0.0077 0.0571 

a       b<-- classified as 

249   1 |   a = checked 
0    150 |  b = not checked 

SMO 

0.06 
Seconds 

393 
98.25% 

7 
1.75% 

0.963 0.0175 0.1323 
a       b<-- classified as 
243   7 |   a = checked 
0      150 |b = not checked 

J48 

0.05 
Seconds 

397 
99.25% 

3 
0.75% 

0.984 0.0224 0.0805 
a       b<-- classified as 
249   1 |   a = checked 
2     148 |b = not checked 

REPTree 

0.03 

Seconds 

389 

97.25% 

11 

2.75% 
0.9413 0.0523 0.1456 

a       b<-- classified as  
245   5 |   a = checked 

6      144 |b = not checked 

RandomForest 

0.07 
Seconds 

400 
100% 

0 
0% 

1 0.0387 0.089 
a       b<-- classified as 
250   0 |   a = checked 
0      150 |b = not checked 

TABLE 2. Comparisons of different classifier using Chronic Kidney Disease 

 

 
Fig. 4 Comparisons of different classifier using Chronic Kidney Disease 

 

The models were evaluated based on the accuracy measures 

–classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The 

experiments have been performed using 20 fold cross –

Validation for each model and results are reported based on 

the average results obtained from the test dataset (the 20th 

fold) for each fo ld. 

A. NaiveBayes 

A NaiveBayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier 

based on applying Bayes' theorem (from Bayesian statistics) 

with strong (naive) independence assumptions [21].  

B. MultylayerPerceptron 

A Multilayerperceptron (MLP) is a feed forward art ificial 

neural network model that maps sets of input data onto a set of 

appropriate output. An MLP consists of mult iple layers of 

nodes in a directed graph, with  each layer fully connected to 

the next one [21]. 

C. J48 & SMO 

This is a standard algorith m that is widely used for pract ical 

machine learn ing. Part is a more recent scheme for producing 
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sets of rules called decision lists; it works by forming  partial 

decision trees and immediately converting them into the 

corresponding rule. SMO implements the “sequential min imal 

optimization” algorithm for support vector machines, which 

are an important new parad igm in machine learn ing [21].   

D. REPTree  

Builds a decision/regression tree using informat ion 

gain/variance reduction and prunes it using reduced-error 

pruning (with backfitting). Only sorts values for numeric 

attributes once [21]. 

E. RandomForest 

Learn ing ensemble consisting of a bagging of un-pruned 

decision tree learners with a randomized selection of features 

at each split [28]. 

VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we addressed data mining for mult imedia data 

such as text, image, v ideo and audio. In particular, we have 

reviewed and analysed the mult imedia data mining process 

with different tasks. This paper discussed the multimedia 

mining basic concepts, essential characteristics, architectures, 

models and applications. The Mult imedia min ing, knowledge 

extraction plays crucial ro le in multimedia knowledge 

discovery. This paper illustrates how well different 

classification techniques are used as predictive tools in the 

data min ing domain and after comparing their performances. 

From the results it is proven that RandomForest algorithm is 

most appropriate for pred icting Chronic Kidney Disease.  
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